Plano de mi casa

- Cuarto de mis padres
- Mi cuarto
- Mesa
- Frigorífico
- Sarito R.P.
Real Solutions

1. Polluters to industrial zone.
2. Affordable housing.
3. Building heights to 3 floors.
4. 500 ft. freeway buffer.
201 New Affordable Homes
Businesses with Hazardous Materials, Old Town National City

Red circle indicates the area within 1000 feet of Kimball Elementary School.
We Got the Solutions...
If You Let us Participate

- Support frontline agency
- Accessible planning language
- Professional interpretation
- Childcare
- Food
- Culturally relevant
- Safe space
- Fun
- Builds self awareness and confidence
- Genuine relationships
- Community building
Part Three: General Plan Elements – Health and Environmental Justice

Health and Environmental Justice (HEJ)

A. Introduction

The way we design and build the human environment has a profound impact on both public health and environmental justice. Planning decisions related to transportation systems, density and intensity of uses, land use practices, and street design influence how much we walk, ride a bicycle, drive a car, or take public transportation; the level of our stress; the types of food we eat; and the quality of our air and water – all factors which affect our health. For example, the more we drive, the more our vehicles emit harmful gases and particles into the air, which can lead to respiratory problems such as asthma. A compact, mixed-use development pattern that reduces reliance on automobiles and increases public transit opportunities can improve air quality and respiratory health.

In addition, the presence or absence of sidewalks and bike routes, heavy traffic, hills, street lights, enjoyable scenery, and observations of others exercising all impact our level of physical activity. Regular physical activity is important to build and maintain healthy bones, muscles, and joints and to help reduce the risk of developing heart disease, diabetes, high blood pressure, colon and breast cancer, obesity, and depression and anxiety. Eliminating barriers to physical activity and increasing access to parks and open space and quality recreational facilities and programs increases the likelihood that people will exercise.


City of National City

Lessons Learned: Language w/ Teeth Matters
LET'S DO THIS NATIONAL CITY
RENT CONTROL WILL BE ON THE NOVEMBER BALLOT!!!
START HERE, START NOW
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